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Introduction
Cache is a Business Partner of IBM, Lenovo, Acer, HP,APC,CISCO, and has
strategic alliances with other leading technology vendors. Cache is in this
business for the last 18 years.
Cache provides System and Network Integration solutions across various
segments. Collaborating with the world’s best principles and technologies to
arrive at the most cost effective and scalable solutions to become the preferred
IT business partner.

What we will do tomorrow?
Targeted to grow exponentially and have various branches across India to
increase geographical reach and execute bigger projects. We envision
ourselves to be the market leaders in providing end to end solutions
encompassing services, hardware and networking.
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How will we do it?

With the manpower acumen, the corporate vision seems well within the grasp
of achievement in the stipulated timeframe. We will increase our human capital
net worth by allocating specific funds for training and providing growth
opportunities both professionally and personally. We will increase our
manpower with skilled and experienced professionals to spearhead the growth
explosion as envisioned.
Industrial Certifications and Recognitions for Cache and media publicity will
be a catalyst for making our presence felt by the entire IT Industry and the end
customers.
We will strive for complete customer satisfaction by our utmost professional
services rendered. Our strength will lie in the way we reward and recognize
our workforce by sharing our profits and offering performance based
incentives.
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How will we do it?

Cache has achieved a continuous growth rate and achieved a turnover of Rs.
32 Crores in the financial year 2007-2008. We have always achieved a
positive growth rate since inception due to our focused belief, customer
relationship management and retention. Added to this we bring with ourselves
more than 100 man-years of experience from a team of Cache is an
organization with a mission for serving its clients with dedication and
professionalism and is committed for timely delivery of products and quality
solutions with best in class support. Our relationship as a business partner has
helped our customers concentrate on their core activities leaving us to manage
their IT facilities for them.
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The Expertise

- Systems Integration
- Networking & Infrastructure –
(Solutions & Designs)
- Microsoft paper license & OEM pack
- Managed Services
- Connectivity Solutions
- Security Solutions
- Messaging Solutions
- Storage Solutions
-Office Automation
- Power Solution

Systems Integration
Today Cache has carved a niche and place for itself not because it has solid
backing of product knowledge for selling but also for providing the complete
integration of the turnkey projects and solutions that are designed keeping in
mind the long-term functionality and up-gradability.
We have the following strengths to maintain our market lead from the
competition as well as the confident mind share of the customer.
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Hardware Products and Support
Lenovo , IBM,Dell,HP,Acer, and other brands which
are the focus products for the hardware portfolio of
Cache.

Software Products and Support

- Microsoft (ERP,Vol. license,
oem,E,A,Edu. License)
- Oracle
IBM- Tivoli , Web Sphere,
Managed Services

Today the IT solutions have become varied and more
comprehensive in terms of software. Therefore Cache has
developed a pool of professionals for providing the most suitable
service. The Software support team has on its board certified
and experienced personnel in the major software that are
provided by Cache
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- Linux
- Novell
- Computer Associates
- VERITAS
-Trend Micro , MacAfee
-Cloud Computing solution of

Networking & Infrastructure–Solutions& Design

Cache is a networking specialist for Systimax, Dlink, Beldon, AMP, Cisco,
Avaya, Raritan etc and also provides its own structured cabling and Facility
Management Services. Our experienced
certified networking team has installed a large number of networks for MNC’s,
Government & corporate clients. Cache is focusing on advanced technologies
for supporting the platform of
of future Human Networks.
With certified networking professionals on the technical front and certified sales
experts on the marketing front, it is easier for us to deliver the professional touch
and finesse required to implement the network backbone for any organization
for their smooth operations.
For the infrastructure solutions, power backup plays a major role where we have
tied up with international leaders like APC to provide the same. Network design
and suggestion also includes storage ideas and products from VERO President
and HCL. With the above expertise we can design and implement complete
LAN & WAN solutions for our esteemed clients.
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Facility Management Services
The backbone for all solutions and automation in any organization is
the smooth functioning of the IT assets and their effective deployment.
The Facility Management Division of Cache under-stands the criticality
of this and strives to provide its clients, a system environment that is
that is efficient and delivers at the click of a button. The FMD
undertakes comprehensive maintenance agreements to ensure near
100% uptime of systems.

The services of Cache FMS
division include:

- Facility Management
- Hardware & Software AMC’s (Including
Networks and Peripherals)
-Software Solutions

- Unscheduled System Support

The FMS also includes the intricate and complex
procedures for Asset & Server Management using the
latest technologies for achieving the same.
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Networking & Infrastructure–Solutions& Design

An Organization’s security is now a very major concern as there is a fierce
onslaught of viruses as well as the threat of hackers trying to create havoc.
Cache provides solutions using premium and proven products available from
organizations like Cisco, Checkpoint, Sonic wall, McAfee,
Trend Micro and Secure Synergy. Cache is closely aligned with all these
organizations and has expertise to design & deploy the solutions available in
their portfolio. In brief we do the following in providing complete security
solutions at all levels:
Consulting: We do security consulting/auditing through Secure Synergy
thereby aiding our clients to prevent their networks and mobile users against
any security breaches.
IPS/IDS: We have expertise to implement Intrusion Prevention/Detection
Systems from world class vendors like McAfee (Intrushield/Entercept)
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Firewall: We provide both hardware and software based firewalls from
Checkpoint-Nokia, Cisco(Pix & ASA), Sonicwall and Netscreen. We have the
technical expertise to design and implement solutions for our customers.
Anti-X Services: We provide both network & client level Anti-Virus, Anti-Spam,
Anti-Spyware and Content Filtering services based on hardware & software
platforms

Messaging and Workflow Development
Businesses today rely on their messaging and their collaborating servers more
than ever. This reliance means that you do not just need a way to send e-mail or
create a Groupware. need a comprehensive messaging platform that includes
the tools necessary to create rich collaboration application. Cache develops this
messaging solution as per customer’s requirement. Experts in the various
domains of Messaging solutions of Cache design and implement the way the
messaging systems have to be deployed to give the best output.
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Storage Solutions
Data ranks as the most dynamic, fastest growing and most valued strategic
corporate asset. In this age of technology advancements in the field of Data
management and Protection, Cache
has partnered with the giants in Storage Networking Expertise and Solutions like
the IBM, to help customers achieve greater business efficiency and continuity
from their storage assets. At Cache,
we can help protect your existing storage investments and integrate your
storage resources to make your storage environment more reliable, available
and manageable through lower end
Solutions like Tape Libraries & Autoloaders to higher end solutions like Network
Attached Storage(NAS) and Storage Area Network (SAN).
Multi-location Support
To provide better services and support to multi-location clients, Cache has
siteoffices at Hyderabad, Mumbai (for Bombay as well as Pune and Ahmedabad
region), Bangalore, Jaipur and Guwahati. These support offices & Business
Alliances have helped us in providing the par excellence support that our
prestigious clients demand in comparison to the service being provided at their
Head Offices.
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Partial Client List
- Bharti Group
- Reliance Group
-Unitech

- Vodafone
- One97 Communications
- Nokia Siemens
- Ranbaxy
- Fortis

-Max Health Care
- KPMG
-DMRC
-I-Energizer
-Jindal Steel

-Bhushan Steel
-ITC Hotels
-Dominos
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Partial Client List
- IMT-Ghaziabad
- BITS- Pilani
-Sharda University

- Vijaya Bank
- Hero Honda
-Yamaha Motor India
- NDPL
- Jubliant Organosys

-Dalmia Cement
-IFFCO Tokia
-Oracle India
-Greenply Industries
-SDG Software

-Godfrey Philips India
-India Oil Corporation
-UFlex Limited
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Thank You

Please Contact at alok@cacheinfotech.com
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